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• After the IRS accepted the taxpayer into the program, she submitted, in October 2012, an FBAR 
listing her 14 foreign accounts for 2010, and amended her 2010 tax return to include the interest 
and dividends from these accounts. The taxpayer was granted permission by the IRS to opt out of 
the program in 2014.  

 
The IRS examined the income tax return and concluded that that the taxpayer had committed 13 FBAR 
violations—one violation for each account she failed to timely report for calendar year 2010 (the 14th 
account funded several of the other accounts). The late-submitted FBAR was found to be complete 
and accurate. The IRS concluded that the violations were non-willful, and assessed a total penalty of 
over $47,000. 
 
The government filed suit in district court seeking to obtain a judgment against the taxpayer for the 
penalties, plus additional late-payment penalties and interest for non-willful violations. The taxpayer 
argued that she had committed only one non-willful violation—not 13—and that the maximum penalty 
allowed by the statute for that single non-willful violation was $10,000.  The district court agreed with 
the IRS.  
 
Ninth Circuit’s decision   
 
The Ninth Circuit reversed the district court and concluded that 31 U.S.C. § 5321(a)(5)(A) authorizes the 
IRS to impose only one non-willful penalty when an untimely—but accurate—FBAR is filed, no matter 
the number of accounts. The Ninth Circuit held that the statute, when read with the regulations, 
authorizes a single non-willful penalty for the failure to file a timely FBAR. Thus, the maximum penalty 
for such a violation “shall not exceed $10,000.” 
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